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From experience and education, I provide insightful and 
impactful material to sharpen our skills. Let's be the best we 
can be and foster success in ourselves, our teams and 
organizations. 

In 2022 I led a board as president, with projects to amend 
by-laws, support a scholarship to a local university student, 
and acknowledge a notable woman in our community. I had 
served on the board for the 2 previous years, and I am 
currently helping with transitioning and training for the current 
board in an immediate past president chair position.  

I am teaching from an impactful perspective. This was my 
first true leadership role. Throughout my career, I held 
coordinator positions, answering to a director role. What a 
learning opportunity to apply what I know from my 
experience as therapist, social worker, patient coordinator, 
educator, and coach. 

My expertise comes from a Masters degree in Counseling, 
Bachelor degree in Social Work, Certification to teach the 
Bible from Rhema Bible College & recent certification in 
Leadership & Management from Wharton Executive 
Education. I have 30+ years experience with well-being 
initiatives. 
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FROM CO-WORKER TO MANAGER: HOW 
TO NAVIGATE THE CRITICISM AND YOUR 
OWN IMPOSTER SYNDROME 



PROLOGUE 

Many people are great at their job and catch the eye of 
their employer, leading to a promotion. Often times, there are 
skills gaps; meaning just because you are effective at your 
work, it does not necessarily mean you are ready to lead 
others. We all need training when accepting a new leadership 
role. 

I give you applicable steps to take, fostering a successful 
transition in your new role. Think soft skills within a coaching 
framework you can implement easily over a few weeks. 

These will be some of the most impactful hours of your life 
when you implement the concepts taught consistently over 
time. If you have been in your new role for a while, it is not 
too late to begin, even if you feel like you have made 
mistakes. What's important is to get back up, dust yourself off 
and learn. This is a success mindset that will see you through 
the most challenging scenarios. 

We will talk about the challenges that we all face as new 
leaders. It's something that people do not talk about because 
it may be perceived as weakness. It is normal to combat 
imposter syndrome, criticism of others, loneliness in our new 
role; feeling misunderstood amongst the rejection and 
accusations. 

You are in the right place to be empowered and 
encouraged as you practice and apply these concepts daily 
in your new role. 



1. 
BUILDING RAPPORT WITH PEOPLE 

 

When I ask leaders what the most important 
aspect of their role is, they answer with one word; 

people. How do we build rapport? People follow 
who they respect and this is earned. Invest in your 

own emotional intelligence, in order to develop insight with 
your own processes. We cannot understand others and 
connect with them fully until we are enlightened to our own. 

You care about the people you are leading and recognize 
skills are learned. The more we repeat a skill, the stronger we 
become. This is similar to lifting weights to gain strength. It 
does not matter where we begin. The plan is the start where 
we are at, take action steps to create positive change, and 
repeat. In the USA, when we are lifting weights at the 
gymnasium, we call this ‘reps.’ We are repeatedly lifting the 
same weight over and over. Slowly and surely, we can 
progress to a slightly heavier weight as that resistance and 
muscle is built.  

How do we create strong leadership muscles? By identifying 
skills we need to work on and repetitively practicing them in 
situations over and over. It does not matter how many ‘reps’ it 
takes. Consistent application over time will create the change 
and growth we seek.  



DAILY SELF AWARENESS JOURNALING  
Everyday, begin with writing down what your mood is. How 
do you feel? What are you thinking about? Is there a pressing 
need that cannot wait until it is addressed? It’s important to 
understand this about ourselves. Have you ever reacted to a 
situation in a way that was not proportionate to the matter at 
hand? We are alleviating this from the equation. Being aware 
of our thoughts, feelings and needs is key to understanding 
ourselves and keeping personal matters in check throughout 
our day at work.  

Our goal is to compartmentalize our personal needs with a 
boundary and plan to take care of things outside of our work 
environment. Priority is to work and foster success in 
ourselves, our teams and organization.  

Our emotions as leaders weigh heavy on the climate in our 
work environment. Working on our own emotions, and 
responses to our own feelings is key to leading and keeping 
the atmosphere calm and conducive to optimal work 
performance.  



LET’S ASK OURSELVES A FEW QUESTIONS:  
  

WHAT ARE MY THOUGHTS & EMOTIONS:  
What is your general mood today? Is there anything pressing 
on your mind?  



WHAT ARE MY NEEDS? 
Is there something in your personal life that needs addressing 
and cannot wait? What is it? How can you address it? If it can 
wait, when and how will you meet this need? 

Journal what you need. This is different from our wants. What 
do you need to be in the green zone all day at work? The 
green zone is where we are most productive and engaged. 
Our goal is to be and remain here and to get our team in the 
green. This is a daily task. 



WHAT DOES MY SELF CARE LOOK LIKE? 

We cannot take care of work until we take care of ourselves. 
Are we getting enough to eat? Are we drinking water? How is 
our sleep? Remember to HALT and take care of the need 
when hungry, angry, lonely or tired.  



‘WHEN WE ARE IN THE GREEN ZONE, WE 
ARE THE MOST ENGAGED AND 
PRODUCTIVE.’ 

 



DAILY SITUATIONAL AWARENESS 
JOURNALING  

We cannot have awareness of the situation without first 
understanding ourselves. This is a journey. There cannot be a 
progression to this emotionally intelligent concept, until we 
find a rhythm with the first journal prompt. Give yourself time 
and permission to develop your own process that works best 
for you. Once you have this as a best practice, you are ready 
to increase awareness of situations and others. Specifically, 
how are others feeling and what are their needs? You may 
need to sit down for this one. People are complex beings. 
There is a lot that happens in our lives. Remember that you 
are the role model and those you lead will follow the example 
you set.  



LET’S ASK OURSELVES A FEW QUESTIONS:  
OBSERVE:  
What is happening? What are people saying and doing? What 
are the sights, sounds, tones? Observing is the key to 
effective communication. We often skip this integral step and 
rush to speaking. Sit back, observe and listen. 

LIMIT DISTRACTIONS:  
Is there something that needs to be addressed so people can 
focus better? What is causing the disruption? Is there a core 
stressor that is common? When we focus, we get better 
results as we perform each task. How can we limit 
distractions in our work environment? Take time to ask 
yourself and your team members. 

TRUST YOUR INTUITION: 
Listen to the inside of yourself. What is not being said? Read 
between the lines. Up to 80% of communication is not 
spoken. Listen to that tug on the inside of you. Pay attention 
and a world of understanding will open up. What is the tone 
of how something is being stated? What is happening with 
the body language of the person? What is not being said 
verbally is a larger part of the puzzle than we expect. Listen 
with your heart and respond with your knowledge of the 
situation. 



CORE CONSIDERATIONS 
Leadership is becoming more about collaborative agile 
efforts where executives, managers & staff share information 
with equal responsibility for the whole. The traditional top-
down models where a small group of executives control the 
flow of information is seen as a dinosaur by millennials. What 
is emerging is a team that seeks diversity of opinions to build 
strategies and solve problems. This empowers employees 
fostering increased engagement with ownership of their 
work. Employee happiness can only increase with 
collaborative leadership, where inclusion & belonging are 
values being lived out from the top down, thus eliminating the 
culture of top down management. Innovation & creativity 
flourishes in human beings with positive interactions.  
The organic way to foster human functioning in this optimal 
range is collaborative leadership!  

What is seen and presented by others may be symptomatic 
of a core issue we cannot identify so easily. As we develop 
our muscles in emotional intelligence with these journal 
prompts, we will become more aware of our own needs and 
the need of others in relation to a healthy work 
environment. In other words, when we are good at reading 
the room, we will be effective in leading the room. 



“WHEN WE ARE GOOD AT READING THE 
ROOM, WE WILL BE EFFECTIVE IN 
LEADING THE ROOM.” 



Everyone has something that drives them. If we can 
understand people and their why, we can get to core issues 
more quickly. Identify where your team members fit best. 

Working with Different Personality Types  
There are multiple inventories categorizing people according 
to different character traits. Deloitte developed 4 styles that 
people work from.  

• Pioneers value possibilities and they spark energy and 
imagination. They tend to be creative thinkers who 
believe taking big risks can produce great outcomes. 
They are outgoing, spontaneous and adaptable. 

• Guardians favor stability, order and rigor. Likely to stick 
with the status quo, they are deliberate decision-makers 
who are practical, focused on detail and reserved. 

• Drivers value change and they generate momentum. 
Direct in the approach to people and problems, they are 
technical, quantitative and logical. 

• Integrators value connection and tend to draw teams 
together. They are empathetic, diplomatic and focused 
on relationships. They acknowledge nuances and tend 
to see things in shades of grey rather than black and 
white. 

Source: Deloitte Business Chemistry Types 



THIS IS YOUR ASSIGNMENT!  

WRITE IN YOUR JOURNAL  

WHAT PERSONALITY TYPES DO I HAVE 
ON MY TEAM? 

HOW DO I MOTIVATE EACH MEMBER 
INDIVIDUALLY? 



Effective leaders know how to engage all personality types. 
This is a proven model to help navigate what motivates 
employees. There are also other implications with our multi- 
generational workforce.  

Here are some statistics for each 
generation:  

The Silent Generation: 1928-1945: 3% workforce 
Baby Boomer: 1946-1964: 41 million 
Generation X born 1965-1980: 54 million 33% workforce 
Millennials 1981-1996: 2016 56 million 
Generation Z 1997-2010: 2016 9 million 5% workforce  

Source: Leading Multi-Generational Teams, Wharton

“EVERYONE HAS SOMETHING THAT 
DRIVES THEM. IF WE CAN UNDERSTAND 
PEOPLE AND THEIR WHY, WE CAN GET 
TO CORE ISSUES MORE QUICKLY.” 

Studies have shown there are differences in how to motivate 
and engage members of different generations. There are 
generalizations, based on research. Not every situation fits 
exactly. What relates and what works best for each individual 
is at the core. 



Baby Boomers 

• Value ‘Careers’ over jobs with a strong work ethic 

• Believe in The American Dream 

• Equal rights & opportunities 

• Ethical, teamwork-oriented, challenge authority 

• Handle crisis well 

• Experience key to accomplishment 

• Want to feel valued 

• How to motivate: 
Money, Public recognition at work, retirement 
contribution, titles, more subordinates, travel, 
wellness benefits, & time off. 

Gen X 

• Adaptable, & spirited, carry high job expectations 

• Results-oriented & self-sufficient 

• Value work-life balance by working smarter 

• Most educated generation 

• Believe merit is the key to accomplishment 

• Want personal freedom 

• How to motivate: Bonuses, stock, flexibility in 
the workplace, being allowed to do passion 
projects. 



Millennials 

• Idealistic with hope to fix the problems in the 
world & want to enjoy life as they do it 

• Goals, gadget-conscious, oriented globally 

• More sociable & self-confident, though may 
border on entitlement or self- 
absorption at times 

• Competitive 

• Multitasking a way of life 

• Contribution the key to accomplishment 

• Appreciate feedback • How to motivate: 
Stock options, time off, tuition reimbursement, 
mentoring opportunities, professional 
development, workplace perks (child care, 
fitness center). 

GEN Z 

Generation Z is just entering our workforce. What are some 
considerations for them? Statistics will be forthcoming to 
learn how to best work with this generation. 



THIS IS YOUR ASSIGNMENT!  

WRITE IN YOUR JOURNAL  

WHAT MULTI-GENERATIONAL 
COMPOSITION IS ON YOUR TEAM? 

HOW DO YOU MOTIVATE EACH MEMBER 
INDIVIDUALLY? 



HOW DO I SPEAK TO THE DIVERSITY IN A WIN WIN 
MANNER?  

The best way to assess what each member of your team 
needs is to simply ask them. What we need the most for 
motivation and engagement to occur, is that we are being 
heard. Take time to listen and repeat back what you hear.  

The information with any research study on our generations 
and personalities is only a guide. People are complex beings. 
Groups have personalities of their own based on social norms 
of how we should think, feel and behave. This is formed by 
each member of the group. Understanding the diversity and 
speaking to each need is integral for a successful outcome. 

“WHAT WE NEED THE MOST FOR 
MOTIVATION AND ENGAGEMENT TO 
OCCUR, IS TO KNOW THAT WE ARE 
BEING HEARD.” 



THIS IS YOUR ASSIGNMENT!  

WRITE IN YOUR JOURNAL  

WHAT DID EACH TEAM MEMBER TELL 
YOU IS IMPORTANT FOR THEIR OWN 
DEVELOPMENT AND MOTIVATION? 

HOW DID THAT MATCH THE RESEARCH? 

WHAT ARE YOUR MAIN TAKEAWAYS 
FROM THIS SECTION? 



2. 
IMPOSTER SYNDROME 

 

What is Imposter Syndrome and how can you 
overcome this obstacle? Imposter Syndrome is 

defined by Oxford  Dictionary as: the persistent 
inability to believe that one's success is deserved 

or has been legitimately achieved as a result of one's own 
efforts or skills. In this chapter we explore together an 
exercise to overcome the obstacle. Our actions follow our 
thoughts and beliefs about ourselves.  

“OUR ACTIONS FOLLOW OUR 
THOUGHTS AND BELIEFS ABOUT 
OURSELVES.” 

Have you ever heard someone tell you, ‘good job?’ How 
about telling an employee they’ve done good work? In this 
section, we are focused on ourselves. People want to follow 
confident people. We have all heard, ‘fake it until you make it.’ 
Our focus is to increase our internal confidence with this 
exercise.  



With the following prompts we are going to compose an 
action plan to combat the imposter syndrome. We are not our 
thoughts. Things can just come to our mind. We decide what 
we contemplate and we decide what we stop thinking about. 
Literally, this is called ‘thought stopping.’  



LET’S ASK OURSELVES A FEW QUESTIONS:  
WHAT ARE THE STEPS YOU TOOK TO EARN YOUR 
PROMOTION?  
This is the bulk of your journal. Think back and give yourself 
credit. This did not happen overnight. It took hard work and 
persistence. You might learn about yourself the more you 
press for a detailed account.  

WHEN DID YOU BEGIN MAKING DECISIONS THAT LED TO 
THESE ACTIONS?  
Was there a significant event that prompted you to excel?  

WHY WAS THIS OF IMPORTANCE TO YOU?  

HOW DID YOUR MANAGER RECOGNIZE YOUR 
ACHIEVEMENTS?  

HOW DID YOUR CO-WORKERS RESPOND WHEN THEY 
HEARD OF YOUR PROMOTION?  

WHAT STATEMENTS HAVE YOU HEARD STATED ABOUT 
YOUR WORK PERFORMANCE LEADING TO THIS 
PROMOTION?  

WHAT ARE THE RECURRING THOUGHTS OF DOUBT 
ABOUT YOUR ABILITIES THAT COME TO MIND?  

HOW OFTEN DO THESE THOUGHTS OCCUR? 
 
WHAT HELPS YOU RELAX, FIND CALM, FUN? 
 
HOW CAN YOU UTILIZE THESE SKILLS TO ‘THOUGHT 
STOP’ THE IMPOSTER SYNDROME?  



THIS IS YOUR ASSIGNMENT!  

WRITE IN YOUR JOURNAL  

ANSWER EACH QUESTION 

GO BACK 

ADD MORE DETAIL 



3. 
CRITICISM 

 

To accept the call to leadership, you must be willing to 
be misunderstood, criticized, opposed, accused, and 
even rejected. ~author unknown  

Being criticized as a leader is normal. How we respond will 
make or break us as an effective leader. People have a lot 
going on in their lives. The more they see us increasing our 
self awareness, they will follow. We are conditioned from a 
very young age to obey authority; from our parents, teachers, 
coaches, and eventually employers.  

“BEING CRITICIZED AS A LEADER IS 
NORMAL. HOW WE RESPOND WILL 
MAKE OR BREAK US AN AN EFFECTIVE 
LEADER” 



Just like viruses are contagious, so are emotions. We can 
empower others to be in a positive mindset by showing them 
how to respond without reacting.  

People will follow a leader’s way of thinking, feeling and 
behaving. We show the way. 



HOW DO WE NAVIGATE CRITICISM? 
IF THERE IS SOMETHING SPECIFIC WE DID, AND NOW 
CAN SEE WE COULD HAVE HANDLED THINGS 
DIFFERENTLY? ADMIT IT. 
People respect humility and genuineness, although the 
leader may believe they will be perceived as weak if they 
admit a mistake. What’s important is to be specific about what 
you did wrong, communicating how you are making the 
correction. We are all learning.  

WHEN YOU FEEL LIKE APOLOGIZING IN GENERAL, DON’T.  
Beginning leaders may feel like apologizing in general. I don’t 
recommend this as a practice. It is defeating to our own 
confidence and will affect how others will perceive us and 
interact with us. Be real in a confident way. That is the ‘fake it 
till you make it’ part. You may not fully have the confidence, 
as you are only beginning to navigate the criticism. Be ok with 
this within yourself, and a genuine calm will emanate from 
you to others. Remember that you earned this promotion for a 
reason.  

IN THE MOMENT OF FEELING APOLOGETIC FOR JUST 
BEING YOU WITH YOUR UNIQUE STYLE; SHOW 
GRATITUDE. 
Is there something you are genuinely grateful for? Be as 
specific as possible. People can smell fake and that is not the 
goal here. The concept is to respond to being criticized with a 
statement of gratitude. You are in good company with 
intelligent team members and appreciate the support to 
understand your role better. Frame responses to begin with 
something positive. Let them feel heard. 



THIS IS YOUR ASSIGNMENT!  

JOURNAL WHEN CRITICIZED 

ADMIT YOUR MISTAKES 

APOLOGIZE  FOR A SPECIFIC ACTION 

SHOW APPRECIATION FOR 
CONSTRUCTIVE FEEDBACK 



4. 
MENTORSHIP & PEER SUPPORT 

 

Community is integral to your success as a leader. We 
cannot succeed alone. How do we find a mentor and 
trustworthy peer support?  

MENTORSHIP 
Reach out to a leader asking them to be interviewed for an 
article you are writing. Your purpose is twofold; to write the 
article, and to assess whether they would be a good fit for 
mentorship. Send them the questions ahead of time. This can 
occur in person or virtually. 

Take the Questions for Leaders as an outline for your 
interview. The article will be composed once you interview at 
least 5 leaders. You will receive more ideas about the article 
composition in the final section of the book for your 'next 
steps.' For the purpose of this assignment, you are getting 
your feet wet with the first interview. 

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS FOR LEADERS 
1. Who inspired you and why?  
2. What factors make an organization thrive?  
3. How would you describe the ideal team and ways to keep 
them motivated and engaged?  
4. What are items within your organization and outside of 
direct financial decisions that most impact your bottom line?  
5. Fill in the blank: If I can offer one advice to any organization 
it would be to: ____________________________________. 



THIS IS YOUR ASSIGNMENT!  

JOURNAL ABOUT THE INTERVIEW 

WHAT WAS THE EXPERIENCE LIKE? 

WHAT DID YOU LEARN? 

WHAT WOULD YOU DO DIFFERENT FOR 
THE NEXT INTERVIEW? 



PEER SUPPORT 
The purpose of this exercise is to identify a peer you feel 
connected with to support one another through challenges. 
You will spend approximately 60 minutes with each peer until 
you find the connection you are looking for. 

PEER SUPPORT EXERCISE 
How to approach a colleague: 
1. Contact someone who is in a supervisory role, 

preferably a new one. If they were promoted within the 
last 3 months, this would be optimal. You are not 
looking for mentorship, ie. someone with more 
experience; you are connecting with a peer for mutual 
support. 

2. Meet with them for coffee or tea. Casually bring up a 
personal situation you may be going through. 
Something light, that is ok if they repeat it to another 
person. You are assessing their response. a. If they 
respond by giving advice, move onto another peer, 
repeating step 2. b. If they respond with listening, ie. 
questions, observations, empathy; you are ready for the 
next step. 

3. Ask your peer to meet a second time for lunch. This 
time, bring up a situation at work, again something light 
that you would not mind if they repeated it. Your 
purpose if to assess how they respond. a. If they 
respond with advice, consider another peer, and repeat 
step 2. b. If they respond by also sharing, you have a 
great match! 

4. During this third meeting, you will approach your 
colleague with a proposition. How would they like to 
make these lunches a regular outing, perhaps monthly? 
Express desire for community and support. 



THIS IS YOUR ASSIGNMENT!  

JOURNAL ABOUT THIS PROCESS AFTER 
EACH ENCOUNTER 

BEGIN WITH ONE PEER FOR MONTHLY 
LUNCH DATES 

PROCEED TO ADD TO THE GROUP IF 
THIS SUPPORTS YOUR PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT 

YOU ARE ALSO ON THE WAY TO BEING A 
MENTOR 



5. 
ACTION PLANNING 

 

Congratulations! You have earned respect and are well 
on your journey to success by taking this course. Daily, 
you have committed to journaling your own thoughts 

and feelings to increase self-awareness. You have agreed to 
look at each situation through a lens of curiosity and 
observation. Your purpose is to get to the core issue, 
addressing each as they occur. The criticism of others and 
imposter syndrome of your own doing will not hold you back. 
There is meaning in your new role and it is deeper than you 
can comprehend. People are in your care. It is your role to 
develop them with these skills through role modeling, so they 
can reach their full potential.  

 



WHAT ARE THE NEXT STEPS? 

1. You have interviewed your first leader. The next steps 
include interviewing a total of 5 leaders. This can be in 
person or virtually. I recommend sending the questions 
ahead of time, so the leader can have time to think 
about their answers. It may be a treat for them to meet 
you early morning before work for a coffee. A lot of 
business occurs at Starbucks with networking before 
work. Early birds get the worm! Think 7am.  

2. You have met with a peer who is also in leadership. If 
they did not meet your expectations, move on and 
contact another peer. If they did meet criteria for peer 
support; continue your meetings with them. Express 
interest openly to create peer support.  

3. Write your article. This can be submitted as an op-ed 
for your local newspaper. There are also outlets to 
publish online. Suggestions include Linked In. There is 
a place where you can post an article. There are often 
independent publications that are solely online. They 
may be interested in this piece. Leadership is a popular 
topic. 

4. Speak to your employer about your insights with this 
process. You do not have to go into detail about the 
journaling. Begin with the article. Show them the fruit of 
your work and listen for their response. Manage up if 
need be. Your work environment will be a better place 
as you role model such initiative to learn and be your 
best.  
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Take the online course for video 
lectures that accompany this 
information. Learn more and watch 
10+ minutes of preview lectures:  

                    bit.ly/SuccessSupervisor 

https://www.udemy.com/course/successfully-transitioning-to-a-supervisory-role/?referralCode=8DABA5E5CB1698C8404E
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